Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI)
Grade Levels
 K‐‐‐3
 Special Education K‐‐ 3

Approved Areas of Professional Development








Content
Instructional Strategies
Assessment
Standards/Frameworks/Curriculum Alignment
Principles of Learning/Developmental Stages
Cognitive Research
Building a Collaborative Learning Community

Description
Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) is a three‐‐‐year professional development opportunity
offered by the Arkansas Department of Education, education service cooperatives, and the
university STEM centers. It is designed for teachers to learn a researched‐‐‐based framework
for how elementary school children learn concepts of number and operation. Children’s
understanding of algebraic concepts – both properties of operations and properties of
equations – is embedded in these frameworks. Teachers also learn how to use the framework
to inform their mathematical instruction. The knowledge that teachers gain in a CGI
workshop enhances how they implement any curriculum or resource materials.

Professional Development Schedule
Year 1
Four‐‐‐day summer institute
Two‐‐‐day session in the fall semester
School‐‐‐based, classroom embedded
professional development is a part of the
two‐‐‐day session in the fall semester.
One‐‐‐day session in the spring semester

Year 2
Four‐‐‐day summer institute
Two sessions in the fall or spring
semester.
School‐‐‐based, classroom embedded
professional development is a part of the
two‐‐‐day session in the school year.

Content
Frameworks for how children solve addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division problems
Frameworks for how children develop an
understanding of the base ten number system
 How to design problems for their students that
embed the Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics
 How to adapt problems for learner differences in
ways that support all children’s ability to engage
in rigorous mathematical problem solving
 How to pose problems to children in a manner
that supports and develops children’s problem
solving abilities
Content
 Refine understanding of the frameworks from CGI
Year 1 and increase ability to use these
frameworks to inform math instruction
Integrate instruction in operations and algebraic
thinking
Tailor questions to gain essential information to
determine each student’s progress in

Year 3
Three‐‐‐day summer institute
Two‐‐‐day session in the fall semester
School‐‐‐based, classroom embedded
professional development is a part of the
two‐‐‐day session in the fall semester.
Two‐‐‐day session in the spring semester

understanding of specific math standards
 Differentiate instruction in ways that support each
student’s participation in rigorous mathematical
problem solving
Content
 Refine understanding of the frameworks learned
in CGI years 1 and 2
 Integrate experiences with children with
understanding of the mathematical frameworks to
design instruction that engages all children at an
appropriate level of rigorous mathematical
problem solving
 Increase ability to integrate instruction in
operations and instruction In algebraic thinking
 Develop the ability to use mathematical notation
to help children reflect on the algebraic properties
of their solution strategies
 Integrate number facts instruction with teaching
for understanding
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Contact Information
For additional information, contact the mathematics specialists at your local education
service cooperative or university STEM center.

